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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research is to know the influence of the agricultural sector GRDP, agricultural credit and exchange rate of Rp / USD to the export of agriculture sector in North Sumatra partially and simultaneously, and the dominant variable affecting poverty level in North Sumatera Province. Sources of data used are secondary data taken from the Central Bureau of Statistics and Bank Indonesia from triwulan 2013: 1 - 2016: 4. The analysis technique used in this research is multiple linear regression analysis using e-views program 8.1 and doing classical assumption test and simultaneous hypothesis testing (F) and partial (t). The results showed that partially GDP of agriculture sector had positive and insignificant effect on agricultural sector export, agricultural credit distribution had negative and insignificant effect on export of agriculture sector and exchange rate of Rp / USD had negative and significant effect to export of agriculture sector in North Sumatera. Simultaneously GDP of agriculture sector, agricultural credit distribution and exchange rate of Rp / USD have significant effect to export of agriculture sector in North Sumatera.
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